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Background
Effective antiplatelet therapy is critical for reducing

atherothrombotic complications associated with acute
coronary syndrome (ACS).1 Practice guidelines recom-
mend combination therapy with aspirin and a thieno-
pyridine such as clopidogrel for non–ST-segment
elevation (NSTE) ACS patients regardless of in-hospital
management strategy.2,3

In observational studies worldwide, approximately half
of all unstable angina (UA) and NSTE myocardial
infarction (NSTEMI) (collectively known as NSTE ACS)
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patients do not undergo revascularization during the
initial hospitalization.4,5 Medically managed NSTE ACS
patients may have comorbidities that are contraindica-
tions to coronary angiography or may have complex
anatomy that precludes revascularization.6 In clinical trial
populations and observational registries, these patients
have more high-risk features than patients undergoing
revascularization; consequently, medically managed
NSTE ACS patients also have worse outcomes.6,7

The combination of clopidogrel and aspirin among
medically managed NSTE ACS patients improves both
short- and long-term outcomes.8,9 Despite these data and
despite guidelines recommending dual antiplatelet thera-
py for all NSTE ACS patients, clopidogrel remains
underused in the medically managed population.4,5

However, enhanced platelet inhibition appears to be
particularly important in these patients because they seem
to have more adverse events after premature discontinu-
ation of clopidogrel comparedwith patients who undergo
percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI).10 Nonethe-
less, there is variability in patient responsiveness to
clopidogrel, leading to inadequate platelet inhibition and
an increased risk for atherothrombotic events in patients
shown to have reduced responsiveness.11,12

Prasugrel (CS-747, LY640315) is a third-generation
thienopyridine adenosine diphosphate P2Y12-receptor
antagonist that has been demonstrated to have more
potency and less response variability than clopidogrel.13

In the TRITON trial, ACS patients undergoing PCI who
received prasugrel (loading dose [LD] 60 mg and
maintenance dose [MD] 10 mg daily) had fewer ischemic
events compared with patients receiving clopidogrel,
including fewer spontaneous MI occurring N30 days after
randomization.14,15 However, the risk of bleeding events
was higher in patients receiving prasugrel compared with
clopidogrel. In the PLATO study, ACS patients who
received ticagrelor, another more potent and consistent
P2Y12-receptor inhibitor, had improved outcomes com-
pared with patients receiving clopidogrel.16 However,
ticagrelor was associated with increased rates of non–
coronary artery bypass graft surgery (CABG)-related and
intracranial hemorrhage. The TRITON and PLATO trials
collectively demonstrated that more potent and consis-
tent P2Y12 receptor inhibition reduced the risk of
atherothrombotic events, albeit at an increased risk of
bleeding—a finding that is especially pertinent to the
treatment of medically managed NSTE ACS patients, who
typical have a greater burden of comorbidities that
predispose to bleeding.17

Given the significant proportion of NSTE ACS patients
managed medically worldwide and the need to mitigate
both ischemic and bleeding risks in this vulnerable,
high-risk population, novel clinical trials are needed.
The TaRgeted platelet Inhibition to cLarify the Optimal
strateGy to medicallY manage ACS (TRILOGY ACS) trial
is distinct from previous ACS trials because it will (1) be
the first trial of tailored therapeutics with an antiplatelet
agent post-ACS (reduced prasugrel MD for elderly and/
or low-weight patients at higher risk for bleeding), (2)
study the longest treatment duration with a thienopyr-
idine post ACS (median treatment duration 18 months),
and (3) address an unmet medical need by specifically
evaluating the understudied medically managed NSTE
ACS population.

Methods
Study organization
TRILOGY ACS is a phase 3, randomized, double-blind, double-

dummy, active-controlled study being conducted at nearly 800
sites worldwide. The academic members of the executive
committee, in collaboration with representatives from the trial
sponsors, designed TRILOGY ACS. The executive and operations
(steering) committees, which include academic members and
sponsor representatives, oversee the medical, scientific, and
operational conduct of the study. TRILOGY ACS adheres fully to
the ethical principles of the Declaration of Helsinki, the
specifications of the International Conference on Harmonization,
and Good Clinical Practice, including the requirement for each
subject's informed consent before initiating any study procedure.

Study population
The TRILOGY ACS study population will consist of approx-

imately 10,300 patients presenting within 10 days of a UA/
NSTEMI event. Randomization is recommended only after a
medical management strategy has been selected for a given
patient with reasonable certainty. To ensure early thienopy-
ridine treatment according to practice guidelines recommenda-
tions, all subjects will either be randomized or on a stable
regimen of commercial clopidogrel within 72 hours of the index
event2,3 (stable regimen of clopidogrel is defined as having
received a ≥300-mg LD within 72 hours of the index event
followed by 75 mg daily OR having received 75 mg daily for ≥5
days before the index event and daily thereafter). Enrichment
criteria derived from the GRACE mortality model were
incorporated to define a high-risk population expected to derive
the greatest benefit from the study treatments (Table I).18 Other
inclusion and exclusion criteria are shown in Tables I and II.
A protocol amendment (Table III), completed in May 2009,

was based on feedback from active sites and adopted after
approximately 1,000 subjects were enrolled. The period to
receive the commercial clopidogrel LD was extended, as sites
were not administering clopidogrel within 24 hours of the index
event because of concerns regarding increased perioperative
bleeding risk should a patient require CABG once coronary
anatomy was defined during angiography. Thus, 72 hours—the
upper limit specified in guidelines for performing early
catheterization in NSTE ACS—was chosen.2,3 The enrollment
window was extended from 7 to 10 days because many sites
were recruiting patients in the early postdischarge outpatient
setting. Angiographic criteria and symptom duration were
modified based on investigator feedback of the presentation
profiles of their UA/NSTEMI patients and their common
approach to performing revascularization for patients with
coronary stenoses ≥50%. Finally, additional end points were
added based upon feedback from regulatory authorities when



Table I. Inclusion criteria

Main inclusion criteria

1. Chest discomfort or ischemic-equivalent symptoms ≥5 min duration at
rest within 24 h of index event

2. Acute coronary syndrome based on diagnostic criteria (A) within 10 d
of randomization and planned for medical management

3. ≥1 high-risk enrichment criterion (B)
4. Age ≥18 y

A. Disease diagnostic criteria

1. Unstable angina: ST-segment depression N1 mm in ≥2 ECG leads
without elevated troponin (T or I) or CK-MB

2. Non–ST-segment elevation MI: troponin (T or I) or CK-MB NULN
(defined by local laboratory assay), or total CK ≥2× ULN if troponin or
CK-MB unavailable, with no persistent ST-segment elevation

B. High-risk enrichment criteria (derived from GRACE risk
score)18

1. Age ≥60 y
2. Prior MI
3. Diabetes mellitus (treated with oral medications and/or insulin)
4. PCI or CABG ≥30 d before index event

ECG, Electrocardiogram; CK, creatine kinase; ULN, upper limit of normal.

Table II. Main exclusion criteria

Cardiovascular

1. Medical management decision N72 h after index event without
commercial clopidogrel treatment within 72 h of index event

2. Planned PCI or CABG for index event
3. PCI or CABG performed within previous 30 d
4. STEMI as index event
5. NYHA class IV heart failure, cardiogenic shock, or refractory ventricular

arrhythmias within previous 24 h
6. Absence of at least 1 stenosis (estimated to be ≥30%) in any native

coronary artery if angiography performed for index event
(not applicable to patients with prior PCI/CABG)

Bleeding

1. Received fibrinolytic therapy
2. Any of the following:

–Prior ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke
–Intracranial neoplasm, arteriovenous malformation, or aneurysm
–Prior transient ischemic attack

3. Bleeding diathesis or clinical findings associated with an
unacceptably high bleeding risk

4. INR N1.5 (if performed)
5. Platelet count b100 000/mm3

6. Hemoglobin b10 g/dL
7. Currently receiving hemodialysis or peritoneal dialysis

Concomitant medication

1. Intolerance/allergy to aspirin or thienopyridines
2. Received ticlopidine within 5 d of randomization
3. Receiving prasugrel at time of screening
4. Receiving oral anticoagulants or anticipated to require oral

anticoagulants during the study
5. Daily NSAIDs or COX-2 inhibitors that cannot be discontinued, or

anticipated to require N2 wk of daily treatment during study

NYHA, New York Heart Association; INR, international normalized ratio; NSAID,
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug; COX-2, cyclooxygenase-2.

Table III. Summary of protocol amendment changes

Protocol amendment change

Time window for commercial clopidogrel LD (if not on stable regimen)
increased from 24 to 72 h following index event

Enrollment window increased from 7 to 10 d following index event
Duration of symptoms acceptable for inclusion shortened from≥10 to≥5min
Minimum percentage of coronary stenosis acceptable for inclusion

reduced from 50% to 30%
Stent thrombosis included as an efficacy end point
Non-benign neoplasms included as a safety end point
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data from the TRITON trial became available after finalizing the
initial protocol.

Study treatment
The study incorporates a double-blind, double-dummy

design: prasugrel with matching placebo tablets and clopido-
grel with matching placebo tablets. Randomization is stratified
by age, country, and prior clopidogrel treatment status
(Table IV and Figure 1). Study treatment is administered on
a background of low-dose aspirin (daily dose between 75 and
100 mg is strongly recommended). Furthermore, all subjects
are strongly recommended to receive other concomitant
secondary prevention medications according to practice
guidelines recommendations.2,3

Subjects not on a stable regimen of clopidogrel and
randomized within 72 hours of the index event will initiate
study treatment with a LD; otherwise, the first study drug dose
administered will be either a MD of clopidogrel (75 mg) or
prasugrel (5 or 10 mg). The prasugrel MD will depend upon age
and body weight at randomization. Treatment will continue for a
minimum of 6 months and a maximum of 30 months. Prior
studies led to the selection of the 60-mg prasugrel LD in the
TRITON trial to provide faster and greater platelet inhibition in a
population undergoing PCI almost immediately after randomi-
zation.13 However, a 30-mg prasugrel LD was selected in
TRILOGY ACS because it will still result in higher and faster
levels of platelet inhibition compared with clopidogrel, but will
potentially be associated with less acute bleeding risk in
medically managed patients who do not need immediate,
high-level platelet inhibition just after randomization.19

The prasugrel MDs selected for this trial were based on
observations from the TRITON trial, in which elderly (age ≥75
years) and low–body-weight (b60 kg) subgroupswere associated
with increased bleeding risk. These patients have been shown to
have a higher exposure to the active metabolite of prasugrel,
which may explain the increased bleeding risk seen with the 10-
mgMD.20 Therefore, subjects aged≥75 years or b60 kg inweight
will receive 5-mg prasugrel MD in an effort to reduce bleeding
complications while preserving the efficacy of prasugrel.

Study objectives and end points
An independent clinical events adjudication committee will

adjudicate all end point events as defined in Table V.



Table IV. Study drug treatment by commercial clopidogrel status

Stratum Dose

Stratum 1: not on a stable regimen of clopidogrel before randomization
within 72 h following onset of index event (either has not received
commercial clopidogrel LD⁎ or is not at steady state†

on commercial clopidogrel)

LD/MD:
Clopidogrel 300-mg LD followed by 75-mg/d MD; or prasugrel
30-mg LD followed by 5-‡ or 10-mg/d MD

Stratum 2: not at steady state† on commercial clopidogrel but
commercial clopidogrel LD⁎ initiated within 72 h following onset of
index event with administration of daily MD until randomization

MD only:
Clopidogrel 75 mg/d or prasugrel 5‡ or 10 mg/d

Stratum 3: at steady state† on commercial clopidogrel, with administration
of daily clopidogrel MD until randomization

MD only:
Clopidogrel 75 mg/d or prasugrel 5‡ or 10 mg/d

⁎ LD defined as at least 300 mg of commercial clopidogrel.
†Steady state defined as having received MD of commercial clopidogrel for at least 5 consecutive days immediately before the index event.
‡Subjects aged ≥75 years or with b60 kg body weight will receive 5-mg MD.

Figure 1

TRILOGY ACS study design. ⁎For subjects b60 kg body weight or ≥75
years of age.

Table V. Efficacy and safety end points

Efficacy end points

Cardiovascular death
Death from documented cardiovascular cause or not clearly
attributable to noncardiovascular causes

MI⁎
Elevation or reelevation of the ST-segment AND either
ischemic symptoms ≥20 min or hemodynamic decompensation

Troponin (T or I) or CK-MB NULN AND either ischemic symptoms
≥20 minutes or ST-segment deviation ≥1 mm in ≥1 lead

MI associated with revascularization21

New Q waves ≥0.04 s or pathology distinct from the index event
Stroke
Rapid onset of new, persistent neurologic deficit lasting N24 h:
“ischemic” or “hemorrhagic” (if imaging data available), or “uncertain
cause” (if imaging data unavailable)

Rehospitalization for UA
Ischemic symptoms of ≥5 min at rest and ≥1 of the following:
ST-segment depression N1 mm in ≥2 leads without elevated troponin
(T or I) or CK-MB

Performance of unplanned PCI or CABG
Stent thrombosis (by ARC definitions)22

Safety end points

Bleeding by GUSTO23 and TIMI24 criteria (Appendix A, online)
Neoplasm (all suspected events to be adjudicated by an Oncology

Clinical End Point Committee)

ARC, Academic Research Consortium.
⁎Adapted from the universal definition of MI.21
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Efficacy
The primary objective of TRILOGY ACS is to test the

hypothesis that the combination of prasugrel and aspirin is
superior to the combination of clopidogrel and aspirin in the
treatment of medically managed subjects enrolled within 10
days of the UA/NSTEMI index event. This will be assessed by
comparing prasugrel with clopidogrel with respect to the time
to first occurrence of the primary composite end point of
cardiovascular death, MI, or stroke. The primary analysis will be
conducted in a hierarchical manner, with evaluation of the
primary end point performed first in subjects aged b75 years,
the majority of whom will receive a 10-mg prasugrel MD.
Conditional on establishing superiority in the primary analysis,
the same composite end point will be evaluated in the entire
population by including the patients aged ≥75 years.
Additional secondary efficacy composite end points include

the first occurrence of: cardiovascular death or MI; cardiovas-
cular death, MI, stroke, or rehospitalization for recurrent UA; all-
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cause death, MI, or stroke; and stent thrombosis.22 Although
TRILOGY ACS will enroll medically managed patients, rates of
stent thrombosis will be examined per regulatory requirements
because it is anticipated that some subjects will have undergone
previous coronary stenting before the index ACS event or may
undergo coronary stenting during study follow-up for a
recurrent ischemic event.

Safety
The safety objectives are to evaluate the rates of bleeding as

defined by GUSTO and TIMI criteria23-25 (Appendix A, online).
This broad range of bleeding end points examined, including
both fatal and intracranial bleeding, will enable better
understanding of the bleeding risks in this high-risk, medically
managed population. Because of a small numerical excess of
non-benign neoplasms in the prasugrel-treated group in the
TRITON trial (risk ratio 1.17, 95% CI 0.87-1.58, P = .30), a
prospective cancer surveillance plan will be implemented,
including collecting data on baseline cancer risk factors,
history of neoplasm at study entry, and results of cancer
screening tests performed.26 Suspected new or recurrent non-
benign neoplasms will be reported as safety end points during
the study. Suspected new or recurrent non-benign neoplasm
events will be adjudicated by an independent Oncology
Clinical End Points Committee.

Safety monitoring
The independent external Data Monitoring Committee will

convene and review blinded data (treatment A vs treatment B)
every 6 months to evaluate interim efficacy and safety data
during the trial. At all interim analyses, study termination will be
considered if the data suggest a strong likelihood of excessive
life-threatening bleeding or death in the prasugrel group
compared with the clopidogrel group. There will be no formal
consideration for stopping early because of efficacy; and
therefore, no adjustment to the final α level for efficacy testing
will be made.

Platelet function substudy and genomic analyses
Approximately a third of subjects will participate in the

platelet function substudy. At participating sites, all subjects will
contribute to the pharmacodynamic, genomic, and biomarker
components of the substudy. Subjects' platelet function will be
measured using the Accumetrics (San Diego, CA) “VerifyNow
P2Y12” and “VerifyNow Aspirin” assays at serial time points
during the study. The pharmacodynamic component of the
substudy will investigate the relationship of platelet function
with ischemic and bleeding events, and allow pharmacodynam-
ic comparison between treatment groups. Furthermore, base-
line and 6-month serum samples for high-sensitivity C-reactive
protein and N-terminal B-type natriuretic peptide will be
collected.
Both clopidogrel and prasugrel require biotransformation to

active metabolites by cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes.19 In
contrast to prasugrel, genetic variants in CYP alleles, such as
CYP2C19, significantly diminish the pharmacokinetic and
pharmacodynamic responses to clopidogrel and are associated
with increased rates of ischemic events.12,27 Therefore, DNA
collection will be encouraged to assess the interaction between
treatment groups and the genetic variation in drug-metabolizing
enzymes, P2Y12 receptor polymorphisms, and transporters on
platelet function, clinical efficacy, and safety outcomes. All
patients in the platelet function substudy will have DNA samples
collected at baseline, whereas patients not participating in the
substudy will have the option of contributing to the voluntary
DNA banking addendum.

Health outcomes substudy
Major health care resource use, medical costs, and incremen-

tal cost-effectiveness will be assessed as a function of treatment
assignment and platelet function in certain countries participat-
ing in TRILOGY ACS. Health-related quality-of-life outcomes will
also be assessed.

Statistical considerations
Sample size and data analysis. TRILOGY ACS is an event-

driven trial and will enroll approximately 10,300 subjects
worldwide (7,800 subjects aged b75 years and a maximum
enrollment of 2,500 subjects aged ≥75 years) over a projected
accrual period of 24 to 36 months with a maximum 30-month
follow-up period, resulting in an approximately 18-month
median follow-up. Balanced representation of subjects is
expected worldwide. The sample size will provide 90%
power to detect a 22% relative risk reduction between the 2
treatment arms using a 2-sided test at 5% significance level for
subjects aged b75 years. All subjects aged b75 years will be
followed for at least 6 months; the study is designed to
proceed until 688 subjects aged b75 years experience an event
of the primary end point. These calculations are based on (1)
an 8% clopidogrel event rate for the primary end point in the
first year followed by a 4% event rate during the second year
(which we believe is a conservative estimate of event rates
based upon subgroup analyses of medically managed patients
enrolled in previous ACS trials)6,8,28 and (2) a 5% annual
dropout rate. At least 2,000 subjects aged ≥75 years will be
enrolled, regardless of the time of last subject enrollment in
the age b75 years cohort.

Statistical/analytical plans. The final statistical analysis
plan has been submitted to the US Food and Drug Administra-
tion. Primary analyses will be conducted on end points
adjudicated by the independent cardiology clinical events
committee. Efficacy end point analyses will be carried out
using the intent-to-treat population. The “as-treated” population,
consisting of subjects receiving≥1 dose of study drug (including
LD), will be used for all safety end point analyses.
The primary end point is the composite of cardiovascular

death, MI, or stroke. Time to the first occurrence of the primary
end point will be compared between treatment groups using a
stratified 2-sided log-rank test where the strata are subject
categories per Table IV. The primary analysis will be carried out
in a hierarchical manner. As a first step, treatment groups within
the age b75 years cohort will be compared. Upon establishing
superiority of prasugrel over clopidogrel in the age b75 years
cohort, the treatment arms will be compared for all subjects
using a stratified 2-sided log-rank test with 2 stratification
variables: subject category per Table IV and age (b75 or
≥75 years). A key secondary analysis will include a Cox
proportional hazard model for time to first occurrence of the
primary outcome with the covariates of age (as a continuous
variable), NSTEMI versus UA, diabetes mellitus, and chronic
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heart failure. To encompass repeated events, an Anderson-Gill
intensity model will be used.29

Prespecified subgroup analyses will be carried out with a Cox
proportion hazard model that contains an effect for treatment,
subgroup variable, subgroup by treatment interaction, and
stratification variable. Subgroups to be analyzed include, but are
not limited to, NSTEMI versus UA, prior clopidogrel use versus
no prior use, diabetes mellitus versus none, creatinine
clearance b60 versus ≥60 mL/min, female versus male sex,
geographic region, prior coronary revascularization versus
none, GRACE risk score (patients below the median score vs
above), age ≤65 versus N65 years, and frail versus nonfrail
patients. Frail patients will be patients aged ≥65 years who
fulfill a set of criteria (recorded and validated previously) at
randomization.30 Time to first occurrence of GUSTO- and TIMI-
defined bleeds (Appendix A, online) will be compared between
treatment groups with a stratified log-rank test for those
patients at risk. A patient is considered at risk during the
period from first dose of study drug through 7 days after
permanent study drug discontinuation. In addition, multivariate
models will be carried out for key bleeding variables (GUSTO
life-threatening or severe bleeding and TIMI major and minor
bleeding). Analyses of bleeds and other safety outcomes will be
done for subjects aged b75 years, all subjects, and subjects aged
≥75 years. A net clinical benefit end point will be evaluated
incorporating all-cause death, MI, stroke, and GUSTO severe or
life-threatening bleeding.

Current status
The first subject was enrolled in June 2008; as of March 2010,

N3,500 subjects have been enrolled worldwide. The Data
Monitoring Committee has met 3 times to review patient data
and, on each occasion, recommended continuation of enroll-
ment without further protocol alterations.

Funding
The TRILOGY ACS trial is sponsored by Eli Lilly and Company,

Indianapolis, IN, and Daiichi Sankyo Co, Ltd, Tokyo, Japan. The
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study, all study analyses, and drafting and editing of the paper,
and its final contents.
Summary
TRILOGY ACS is a phase 3, multicenter, randomized,

double-blind, active-controlled study designed to assess
the efficacy and safety of prasugrel and aspirin compared
with clopidogrel and aspirin for the long-term manage-
ment of high-risk, medically managed UA/NSTEMI
patients. This trial will provide insight into whether
more potent P2Y12 inhibition with prasugrel translates
into improved outcomes for the long-term treatment of
medically managed subjects post-ACS. TRILOGY ACS
will be distinguished from previous ACS trials by
addressing an unmet clinical need in the high-risk
medically managed patient population. Moreover, it
will be the longest study of post-ACS P2Y12 inhibition
and will be the first trial to tailor a post-ACS antiplatelet
regimen by individualizing prasugrel dosing based on
key patient characteristics.
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Appendix A. Safety end points and
bleeding classification schemes
according to GUSTO23 and TIMI24 criteria

• Non–CABG-related GUSTO severe or life-

threatening bleeding is any intracranial
hemorrhage (ICH) OR any bleeding event resulting
in substantial hemodynamic compromise
requiring treatment.

• Non–CABG-related GUSTO moderate bleeding is
any bleeding event resulting in the need for
transfusion that is not considered a GUSTO severe or
life-threatening bleed.

• Non–CABG-related GUSTO mild bleeding is any
other bleeding event that does not require transfu-
sion or cause hemodynamic compromise.

• Non–CABG-related TIMI major bleeding is any
ICH OR any clinically overt bleeding (including
bleeding evident on imaging studies) associated
with a fall in hemoglobin (Hgb) of ≥5 gm/dL
from baseline (accounting for the effect of
transfusions on change in Hgb, defined as 1 unit
packed red blood cells [RBCs] = 1 gm/dL Hgb =
3% hematocrit [Hct]).

• Non–CABG-related TIMI life-threatening bleeding

is any non–CABG-related TIMI major bleeding
that is fatal, leads to hypotension that requires
treatment with intravenous vasopressor agents,
OR requires surgical intervention for ongoing
bleeding, OR necessitates the transfusion of 4 or
more units of blood (whole blood or packed
RBCs) over a 48-hour period, OR any sympto-
matic ICH.

• Non–CABG-related TIMI minor bleeding is any
clinically overt bleeding (including bleeding
evident on imaging studies) associated with a fall
in Hgb of ≥3 gm/dL, but b5 gm/dL from
baseline (accounting for the effect of transfusions
on change in Hgb, defined as 1 unit packed
RBCs = 1 gm/dL = 3% Hct).

• Non–CABG-related TIMI minimal bleeding is
any clinically overt bleeding (including bleeding
evident on imaging studies) associated with a fall
in Hgb of b3 gm/dL from baseline (accounting
for the effect of transfusions on change in Hgb,
defined as 1 unit packed RBCs = 1 gm/dL =
3% Hct).

Additional safety end points include the following:

• Incidence of fatal bleeding or ICH.
• Incidence of CABG-related bleeding events.
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